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Why do we care?



A universe with a highly homogeneous and isotropic beginning
necessarily keeps that way along its evolution?

This is an open question which, together with current
tensions challenging the standard model, highlights the

importance of testing the cosmological principle.



Evidence for anisotropies in the

Hubble parameter

And many others...



Evidence for a dipole in the

deceleration parameter

More analysis required...
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Two different theoretical approaches



Cannot account for possible spatial anisotropies
Doesn't allow directional dependence
Cannot handle the influence of local effects into data
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FLRW In the FLRW case, we have:

By making use of the photon travelled distance, we
obtain a redshift-distance relation given by:

where the Hubble and deceleration parameters are defined as:
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Cosmological principle vs. frames in cosmology

I'M NOTI'M NOT
SPECIALSPECIAL



CMB frame

The Hubble observer

Matter frame

The observers with a 4-velocity u     such that they see no
dipole in the CMB;

CMB

Set of observers with 4-velocity u   = (−1, 0, 0, 0) in a
FLRW metric;

µ

Assuming the dust model for the matter in the Universe,
the frame that shares the matter 4-velocity       satisfies:ua

m



Cosmological principle vs. frames in cosmology

FLRW models obey the Cosmological Principle exactly: exactly
isotropic and homogeneous in the unique frame defined by      which is
normal to the 3d surfaces of homogeneity and isotropy. 

Perturbed FLRW models ‘statistically’ obey the Cosmological
Principle: statistically homogeneous and isotropic. The matter and
CMB 4-velocities must agree up to small perturbations, i.e.

General cases: Do not obey the cosmological principle and



A disclosure note on the matter frame
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Our aim is to investigate the Hubble parameter in a 
general spacetime. 

Therefore we do not assume the Cosmological Principle.

Our formalism focuses on the measurement of Hubble parameter by
using supernovae, galaxies, and other forms of matter. 

Therefore, 
                  the Hubble parameter in this work is deffined in terms of the 
                  matter fluid flow.

In our work



Congruence of observers

We need to deffine a congruence of matter
observers with four-velocity       .

This allows us to realize a 3+1 split, where
the metric on each surface is given by:
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where h    is also known as the
projection operator.
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Congruence of observers
How the matter congruence varies along all 4 space-time directions can be
used to infer the dynamical properties of the universe:

where Θ   and σ    are the expansion and shear, respectively, while Θ    represents
the expansion tensor. Note we are assuming a vorticity free geodesic fluid.
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Null formalism



Null formalism
The Hubble and deceleration parameters for the null case can be obtained
via the redshift-distance relation:

where the null Hubble parameter is given by

while

relates to the standard deceleration parameter as:

This motivates a covariant deceleration parameter given by*:
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Null formalism

By expanding the relation                                         and taking the traces,
we obtain:

where the multipoles are:

Now we have a dipole, quadrupole and octopole terms.
Note that in the limit of σ  → 0, we recover the FLRW result.m



NFNFNF

Null formalism
Advantages:

      No need to pre-deffine a metric;

      Allows for the presence of spatial anisotropies;

      Allows directional dependence;

      Can account for the influence of local effects

      into data;

      Directly connected to observations.

Drawbacks:

     More parameters to fit        need for more data.



What an observer boosted with respect to
the matter frame will measure?



What happens under a boost?



What happens under a boost?



Example: perturbed FLRW



Example: perturbed FLRW



Example: perturbed FLRW



Example: perturbed FLRW



Extracting the Hubble parameter from cosmic distances



Extracting the Hubble parameter from cosmic distances

which gives us :



Covariant cosmic distance measures

The observer area distance is defined by

Peforming a boost

we have that

which gives us:



Covariant cosmic distance measures

The luminosity distance is defined by

Peforming a boost

we have that

which gives us:



So the transformation under a boost for and are given by:

Therefore, the boosted Hubble parameter in terms of and will be:

which implies the following transformation for the Hubble parameter:

So which distances should we use?

The relation 

is preserved under a boost for the area distance, but NOT for the luminosity distance.CO
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Use the correct boosted relation:

Use a luminosity distance modified by the appropriate redshift factor in order to
achieve consistency:

Boosted observers need to use a corrected luminosity distance

If a moving observer wants to measure the Hubble parameter via the luminosity
distance, the options are: 

In this case, the Hubble parameter for a boosted observer will be given by:



Boosted observers need to use a corrected luminosity distance



Conclusions and remarks

To leading order, an observer moving relative to the matter frame will
measure this monopole and quadrupole, but will also detect a dipole,
generated by Doppler and aberration effects.

Higher-order Hubble
multipoles in the moving

observer's frame are a
signal of systematics or a

breakdown in the dust
model.

We define the Hubble parameter in a covariant form, observable on
the past lightcone.

Its monopole reduces to the standard H parameter in a FLRW spacetime, and a
quadrupole, which is generated by shear anisotropy. 



Conclusions and remarks

In perturbed FLRW models, this error leads to a false prediction of
no dipole.

When using the relation between the Hubble parameter and luminosity
distance, a moving observer should correct the luminosity distance by a
redshift factor.

Otherwise an incorrect dipole and a spurious octupole are detected. 



THANKS!THANKS!



Boosted deceleration parameter



Measurements on spheres of constant redshift



Measurements on spheres of constant redshift



Example: LTB spacetimes



Example: LTB spacetimes


